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Lymphocyte Subpopulations in Chronic Inflammatory
Diseases

Lymphocytes are heterogeneous in origin, life-cycle, and
function.' Different subpopulations are concerned in the
recognition of foreign antigens, in the generation of antibody
responses, and in mounting cell-mediated immune reactions
to invading micro-organisms, transplanted tissues, and,
possibly, cancer cells. Moreover these subpopulations do not
function in isolation but interact in the positive sense in
generating efficient immune responses, and in the negative one
in regulating their intensity and duration.2 In addition, these
subpopulations possess distinctive surface markers which can
be correlated with their other properties. A variety of studies
on animals have supported the validity of identifying and
enumerating lymphocyte subpopulations by these markers,
but the experimental techniques used have been inappropriate
for studies on man. Nevertheless, those methods which have
been applied to analysing lymphocytes from human blood and
lymphatic tissues show that these are composed of sub-
populations whose surface features and relative proportions
are remarkably similar to those of other species. Furthermore,
patients with selective immunodeficiency states are for the
most part depleted of exactly those subpopulations which
functional considerations would predict them to be lacking.
The subpopulations most commonly distinguished are

T-lymphocytes-processed by the thymus-and B-lympho-
cytes, which synthesize antibody under the influence of the
"bursa-equivalent," an "organ" as yet unidentified anatomic-
ally in man, which on theoretical grounds is considered
necessary for their functional maturation. The most usual
technique for measuring T-lymphocytes is to exploit the
ability of these cells to bind sheep erythrocytes, thereby
forming "rosettes," which can be readily counted by light
microscopy.3 B-lymphocytes possess immunoglobulin
receptors which after being allowed to react with fluorescein-
labelled antisera may be scored by immunofluorescence
microscopy. These major subpopulations also carry specific
cell-surface antigens; these can be identified by antisera
prepared by methods directly adopted from animal
experimentation.4

Unfortunately, this apparently straightforward scheme
conceals some serious difficulties. The first of these is technical
and concerns the deceptive simplicity ofthe methods employed.
The normal range of T-lymphocyte numbers measured by
rosetting with sheep red cells varies tremendously with
different observers, and undoubtedly the technique can be
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adjusted to give a value which comfortably matches the
observer's theoretical preconceptions. Similarly, the number of
B-lymphocytes reported in the blood ofnormal individuals has
been almost as variable on account of the subjective element
in scoring by immunofluorescent staining and the uncertain
specificity of many of the antisera used. Furthermore, such
reagents are themselves immunoglobulins and may bind
nonspecifically to receptors for immunoglobulin molecules.
Secondly, the differences between these subpopulations are not
as rigid as was once imagined, and some lymphocytes have been
shown to combine the surface features of both T and B cell
populations.5 Thirdly, classifications of this sort falsely
attribute a rigid immutability to the lymphocytes in each
subpopulation-and this is belied by the ability of many
substances, and not just the thymic hormone thymosin, to
modulate the surface of B-lymphocytes-that is, to induce
some of the antigens regarded as characteristic of T-lympho-
cytes. Finally, in some disease states standard assays may fail to
demonstrate receptors on lymphocytes which have become
masked by specific, naturally occurring antilymphocyte
antibodies (lymphocytotoxins) or nonspecifically by immune
complexes absorbed from the patient's serum.6

Immunological aberrations have been considered responsible
for the pathogenesis of many chronic inflammatory diseases
characterized by persistent infiltration of the affected tissues
with mononuclear cells and by the presence of circulating
immune complexes and autoantibodies. Two kinds ofderange-
ment have been suggested which might perpetuate such
reactions: an inability to eradicate persistent infections and a
failure to stop a reaction provoked by what would normally be
an ephemeral stimulus to the immune system. Until recently
these have been rather vague concepts. However, the discovery
of Australia antigen has allowed a more rational analysis of
chronic hepatitis in terms of variable responses to a viral
infection,7 while glomerulonephritis also is becoming in-
creasingly explicable in terms of defined immune defects.8
As part of the search for immunological abnormalities

lymphocyte subpopulations have been analysed in conditions
including chronic gastrointestinal disease, chronic hepatitis,'0
the rheumatic diseases," sarcoidosis,'2 and autoimmune
diseases affecting endocrine glands.'3 Most investigators have
assayed the numbers of blood lymphocytes with T and B
markers, commonly linking such determinations to measure-
ment in vitro of their response to standard mitogens. For
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several reasons such investigations have thrown little light on
the pathogenesis of these diseases. Firstly, the results have
been remarkably divergent-mostly owing to the technical
factors already discussed. Secondly, it is not yet clear to what
extent abnormal patterns in lymphocyte subpopulations are
entirely and non-specifically secondary to disease activity; in
particular, the sequestration of lymphocytes in diseased
tissues may well distort the picture in the peripheral blood.
Finally, no unequivocal, obviously important abnormality has
been demonstrated in any one of these diseases. This contrasts
with other diseases in which measuring lymphocyte sub-
populations is of diagnostic value. Thus the lymphocytes in
the blood of patients with chronic lymphatic leukaemia
predominantly possess B-lymphocyte markers, and in con-
genital thymus deficiency lymphocytes with T-cell markers are
markedly reduced in number. Indeed, the T-lymphocytes of
some patients with hypogammaglobulinaemia have been shown
to have abnormally low levels of immunoglobulin synthesis in
vitro.14
Methods are still lacking which might show immunological

aberrations in lymphocyte subpopulations in other diseases.
The sort of technique needed to test the functional capacity
of different subpopulations in normal and diseased subjects is
the ability to initiate antibody responses in lymphoid cells of
human origin.15 Present research methods of evaluating these
cells in man are an imperfect first step in a developing
process.16 Their introduction into clinical investigation at
this stage would, for the most part, be premature and of
unproved value.
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Colour Disturbance
as a Symptom
Among land-lubbing animals (that is excluding arboreal as
well as aquatic ones) man is almost unique in his appreciation
of colours. Among invertebrates, too, colour vision barely
exists except over a restricted and rather different range among
the insects, who perhaps count as being air-borne. This
bizarre faculty of differentiating our limited spectral band of
visible light into those vivid and contrasting rainbow-colours
has long engaged the curiosity of physicists, physiologists,
philosophers, and aestheticians as well as a host of others in
disparate commercial fields. But disturbances of colour vision,
though quite frequently observed, play little real part in
clinical diagnosis.
A change in colour-awareness is indeed an incidental

feature of many ailments; but, since it is usually gradual, it is
unnoticed by the patient; and even when observed, unless it

is gross it is difficult to test without recourse to esoteric
instruments. Every now and then, however, a colour distur-
bance can be a valuable pointer to specific lesions of the
cerebrum as well as of the eye. Thus in certain patients with
bilateral damage to the inferoposterior cerebral region altered
colour vision may well be a presenting symptom'; overall hue
discrimination is impaired (hence the Ishihara test helps
little), and there is usually an associated field defect, while at
necropsy infarction of the lingual and fusiform gyri is the
most common finding.
Many disorders of the eye itself can provoke a colour

disturbance. Probably the commonest which presents in this
way is a central serous retinopathy, a curious little blister
which develops at the macula, usually in young men. The
condition is of unknown aetiology and there is no accepted
treatment, but it gradually recedes over the succeeding weeks.
These patients nearly all notice that the colours are distorted
in the affected eye, blues usually becoming brownish. It seems
that most of the young men affected are intelligent and
artistic-perhaps the dullards simply ignore the symptoms.
Much the most prevalent persistent cause of such colour
changes is a "brown cataract," which gradually degrades the
colours from the blue end of the spectrum, and to which the
changing style of some artists such as Turner and Mulready
has been (rather wildly) attributed. Though such a colour
distortion is too gradual to be observed by the patient, their
sudden translation from a rosy world into a relatively cold,
clear but bluish environment by removal of the cataracts quite
frequently occasions a mild complaint-especially from the
myope, who contrasts his operated and unoperated eyes,
seeing when unbespectacled equally fuzzily with both but in
frankly different hues.
There are many other organic eye disorders in which colour

values change, though this is rarely noticed by the patient,
who is much more concerned by the associated overall
blurring of his vision. Thus there is often a red-green defect
in patients with hereditary degeneration of the macula, in
which receptor-function is depressed; in contrast there is a
blue-yellow defect accompanying damage to the choroid and
pigment-epithelium, as in disciform macular degeneration; and
colour impairment has been described in other miscellaneous
disorders of the retina and optic nerve, including glaucoma,
toxic amblyopia, and vascular retinopathies. Diabetes and
Friedreich's ataxia both tend to provoke yellow-blue blindness.
But in fact these changes are hardly ever noticed by the
patient, except when contrasted with a fellow, unaffected eye.
Then there is the erythropsia (red-vision) described after
preretinal and vitreous haemorrhages, snow-blindness, and
blindness from electric shock. Cyanopsia (blue-vision) or
erythropsia may be noted in tabes; and xanthopsia (yellow-
vision) is a characteristic feature of poisoning by a wide
concourse of drugs such as santonin, sulphonamides, digitalis,
phenacetin, chromic and picric acids, and even snake-venom.
It is sometimes said that circulating bile pigments can also
give jaundiced patients a genuinely yellowish view of the
world. Indeed yellow-vision was in classical times a stigma of
the mentally unsound as well as of those who were simply
"bilious." Psychosis can, in fact, distort our colour values in
almost any direction, ranging from the kaleidoscopic displays
induced by hallucinogenic drugs to the shrinking of all colour
values in schizophrenia. Old age itself tends to give us a
slightly more jaundiced outlook, as the pigment at the macula
lutea accumulates, and we must not forget that 1 in 12 men
(but only 1 in 200 women) is born with an inherited failure
to separate clearly their reds and greens.
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